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Alessandro Provetti Dip. di Fisica, Universit`a di Messina, Italy [email protected] Abstract In the context of Network management, Chomicki, Lobo and Naqvi have defined the specification language Policy Description Language (PDL) and later extended it by introducing monitors: constraints on the actions that the network manager can execute simultaneously. This article proposes PPDL, an extension of PDL with Preferences, that allows the specification of user-defined preferences on how to apply monitors. The new language adopts Brewka’s approach to preferences introducing the “×” ordered disjunction connective. We illustrate the feature of PPDL in two interesting application examples: i) the specification of “separation of duties” constraints on user/role assignments in a workflow scenario and ii) an architecture for Web services selection. Since PPDL (as well as PDL) policy specifications can be computed by means of translation into Answer Set programs, we are able to provide an integrated framework based on answer set programming inferential engine.



1 Introduction Chomicki, Lobo, Naqvi, and others have addressed network services management by defining a high-level specification language, called Policy Description Language (PDL). In that context, a policy is a description of how events received over a network (e.g., queries to data, connection requests etc.) are served by some given network terminal, often identified as data server. PDL allows managers to specify policies independently from the details of the particular device executing it. In their recent work, Chomicki et al. have extended ∗ This work was supported by the Information Society Technologies program of the European Commission, Future and Emerging Technologies under the IST-2001-37004 WASP project.



the syntax and semantics of PDL to allow specifying monitors: descriptions of sets of actions that cannot be executed simultaneously. This type of constraint primitives has been added to PDL to allow specifying illegal, hazardous or physically impossible situations and to prevent policy application from generating them. We refer the reader to works by [6, 7] for a complete introduction and motivation for PDL in network management. We would like to make the case here for the importance of developing (and deploying) PDL to take advantage of most recent Knowledge representation concepts and results. In this article, we extend PDL to allow users to express preferences on how to enforce policies. As the PDL inventors foresaw, adding preferences to their language enables the administrator to specify how conflicts are to be solved, i.e., to control the -otherwise non-deterministic- conflict resolution process. To do so, we will extend PDL to include Brewka’s ordered disjunction connective [5] into PDL. Ordered disjunctions are a recent, very promising development in reasoning about preferences with Logic Programming which is subject of current work by [5, 4, 3], [12] and others. This article investigates PDL in the abstract, i.e., as a specification language and investigates the requirements and the complexity of evaluating and executing PDL policies that include monitors (sometimes referred to as consistency monitors). The framework we use for our investigation of PDL is Answer Set Programming paradigm (ASP). ASP is a form of Logic Programming based on GelfondLifschitz stable models semantics [9]. ASP is a suitable language for expressing complicated or under-defined problems in a very concise form. Nowadays, there are reasonably efficient ASP solvers [13] that can compute the answer sets of programs defining thousands of atoms within few seconds. In particular, the solver DLV computes answer sets of programs with disjunctions; such solver is needed to compute solution of consistency
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monitors defined in [7]. Also, Answer Set Programs with Brewka’s ordered disjunctions, which will be described later, can be executed by an extension of the Smodels solver described in [4]. In the original definition of PDL with monitors, the output of policy+monitor is a maximal set of actions which are obtained from policy application yet respecting the constraints in the monitor. Computing such maximal sets of actions can be done in polynomial time. Elsewhere [1] we have considered a stronger definition of monitor by which we require the output to be a maximum (cardinality wise) set of actions. It seems to us reasonable to require that at each given time the maximum number of actions (seen as satisfying a client requests) compatible with the consistency monitor should be executed. Computing the maximum possible output of a monitor, however, may be intractable [1]. In this article we take a different perspective, i.e., we choose the output based on degrees of satisfaction of a preference rule, as shown in [5]; there, each degree measures the values of a preference relation on models, enabling us to get answers not too far from optimal solution. This is done by establishing a preference relation over answer sets and taking its maxima, called preferred answer sets. One important aspect of Brewka’s work is that preferred answer sets need not be minimal. This is a sharp departure from traditional ASP and also from Lobo et al. approach, where monitor application is required to have minimal impact on the final result (please see Sec. 3.1). In this paper we thus propose a new language, the Preference Policy Definition Language (PPDL), which allows us to specify preferences with respect to the actions to be executed whenever conflicts arise. From the semantic point of view, we base our approach on introducing Ordered Disjunction into PDL to express preferences (Logic Programming with Ordered Disjunction - LPOD). It seems natural to us to introduce preferential cancellation rules in PDL to tell the system which action should preferably be canceled among a set of action which are told to be inconsistent (which cannot be executed together), i.e., a constraint. This article is organized as follows. First, an overview of PDL and consistency monitors is given; then, we describe their implementation in Answer Set Programming in Section 2. Then, in section 3 we present logic programs with ordered disjunction, and in section 4 we define PPDL formally and give it a semantics by translation to LPODs. Finally, in Section 5 we briefly present some possible extension.



2 Overview of PDL PDL can be described as an evolution of the typical Event-Condition-Action (ECA) schema of active databases. In fact, a PDL policy is defined as a set of rules of the form



e1 , . . . em causes a if C.



(1)



where C is a Boolean condition and e1 , . . . em are events, which can be seen as input requests1 . Finally, a is an action, which is understood to be a configuration command that can be executed by the network manager. We also want to mention that rule 1 can also be defined with no events triggering action a, and it is written as follows: true causes a if C.



(2)



where true represents the fact that premises of the rule are always true. PDL assumes events and actions to be syntactically disjoint and rules to be evaluated and applied in parallel. One may notice the lack of any explicit reference to time. In fact, PDL rules are interpreted in a discrete-time framework as follows. If at a given time t the condition is evaluated true and all the events are received from the network, then at time t + 1 action a is executed. As a result, we can see PDL policies as describing a transducer. [7] gives a precise formal semantics of PDL policies by showing a translation into function-free [disjunctive]logic programs, which have Gelfond-Lifschitz Answer Set semantics [9]. So the semantics of a policy written in PDL (and its extensions) is given in terms of the Answer sets of the translated policy. This article adopts the same methodology and discusses semantics always in terms of Answer Sets.



2.1



Consistency Monitors



Chomicki and his co-authors have extended the syntax of PDL to allow describing constraints on sets of actions executing together. This is the syntax of the new rules: never a1 . . . an if C.



(3)



2



where C is a Boolean condition and a1 . . . an are actions. Such a rule prohibits the simultaneous execution of a1 . . . an when C is true. A set of such rules is called a consistency monitor. Consistency monitors are instrumental to specify hazardous, insecure or physically impossible situations that should be avoided. At this point, clearly, the question becomes what to do when applying the policy yields a set of actions that actually violates one of the rules in the monitor. Applying a monitor means filtering actions that follow from a policy application, canceling some of them. 1 Also, non-occurrence of an event may be in the premise of the rule. To allow for that, for each event e a dual event e is introduced, representing the fact that e has not been recorded. 2 We will not consider here the boolean condition C as it is not determinant for our argumentation.
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There is no universally agreed procedure performing cancellation. Chomicki et al. propose two alternatives, which give to monitors an operational semantics. The first semantics, called Action-monitor, consists in dropping some of the actions to be executed so that to respect the monitor. The second semantics, called Event-monitor, consists in dropping some of the events from the input, then reapplying the original policy, which, having lesser conditions satisfied, this time will yield a set of to-be-executed actions that does not satisfy any of the constraints in the monitor. This article deals with Action Cancellation only. In both cases, however, we notice that choice of which action to drop is non-deterministic.



2.2



From PDL to Answer Set Programming



This section describes the formal setting used in the rest of the article. First of all, following Chomicki et al., we slightly simplify the notation by restricting to policies and monitors with empty condition C. Second, we recall that the event (E) and action (A) alphabets are assumed to be disjoint. Also, E is implicitly extended by introducing for each event e its opposite e. The intended meaning of e, that is, e did not happen, is captured by the next definition. A set E of events observed on the network is completed by E c = E ∪ {ei : ei $∈ E}. The next definitions concern the encoding of PDL policies as Answer Set Programs, basically following those of Chomicki et al.. The set of observed events, E, is represented by a set occ(E) of occurs facts. Policies are encoded as follows. Definition 1 Let E and A be disjoint alphabets, for events and actions respectively, where



Clearly, a set of occurs facts together with rules describing exec makes up a very simple ASP program, for which there is a unique answer set. Definition 2 Let occ(E) be a set of occurs facts and P a policy. The consequence set of E w.r.t. a policy P , denoted P (E), is the set of all actions implied by program occ(E) ∪ P such that a ∈ P (E) ↔ occ(E) ∪ P |=asp exec(a). and such set is unique3. Let us now introduce consistency monitors as ASP programs.



2.3



Encoding Action-Cancellation Monitors in ASP



Chomicki et al. define Action-Cancellation monitors in ASP as a set of rules as follows: each constraint of the form “never a1 ,...,an ” is captured as a conflict rule block(a1 )



∨ . . . ∨ block(an ) :− exec(a1 ), . . . , exec(an ).



(6)



and for each action a occurring in a policy rule, there is an accepting rule: accept(a) :− exec(a), not block(a).



(7)



4



respectively . Given a PDL policy P and a set of input events E, we define the ASP program πP (E)as containing: 1. occ(E), i.e., a set of occurs facts representing E; 2. a set of rules encoding the pure policy, for which the encoding schema is given in formula 1, and



E ∩A =∅ A Policy P over E and A is a set of PDL rules defined according to equations (1) and (2), that can be translated in ASP as follows: exec(a) :−



occ(e1 ), . . . , occ(el ), not occ(el+1 ), . . . , not occ(em ).



(4)



exec(a).



(5)



or



respectively, where ei ∈ E, i = 1 . . . m and a ∈ A; for simplicity we will ignore the boolean condition C mentioned in equations (1) and (2).



3. a set of rules encoding the consistency monitor, as mentioned above. The Answer sets of πP (E) can be obtained by feeding it to the ASP solver DLV. The key point is that the resulting answer sets contains accept atoms that represent a set of actions compatible w.r.t. monitor application. From the point of view of consistency monitoring, all answers are equivalent. Hence, we may reduce to computing just one. Extra preferences/constraints on the solution can be added by adding constraints to πP (E). This is what we will do in the next Section. 3 The ASP declarative semantics, with the definition of |= asp , can be found in [9] 4 Remember that rules defining exec shown in (1) are still part of the encoding.
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3 Introduction to LP with Ordered Disjunctions Logic Programs with Ordered Disjunctions (LPODs) have been introduced by Brewka in [5] in his work on combining Qualitative Choice Logic and Answer set programming. A new connective called ordered disjunction, denoted with “×,” is introduced. An LPOD consists of rules of the form C1 × . . . × Cn :−



A1 , . . . , A m , not B1 . . . , not Bk .



(8)



where the Ci , Aj and Bl are ground literals. The intuitive reading [5] of the rule head is: if possible C1 , but if C1 is not possible, then C2 , ... if all of C1 , . . . , Cn−1 are not possible, then Cn .



The × connective is allowed to appear in the head of rules only, and is used to define a preference relation to select some of the answer sets of a program by using ranking of literals in the head of rules, on the basis of a given strategy or a context. The answer sets of a LPODs program are defined by Brewka as sets of atoms that i) satisfy the rules in the standard sense and ii) are maximal w.r.t. a preference relation induced by the “×-rules” of the program. LPOD programs can be interpreted using a special version of the solver Smodels, called Psmodels, presented in [4]. Basically, LPOD programs are translated into equivalent (but longer) ASP programs and then fed to the Smodels solver. The translation from LPOD to ASP syntax is done automatically by the (most recent versions of) Lparse, the front-end to Smodels. It is sufficient to specify the – priorities option in the call. The code shown in this article is intended for such type of interpretation. Before describing the semantics, let us illustrate the discussion with an example. Example 1 This example was proposed by V. Lifschitz to the TAG5 discussion list. Every night Peter has dinner in one of his two favorite restaurants. One of them is Chinese, the other Italian. The Italian restaurant is closed on Mondays. If there is choice, Peter prefers not to have dinner in the same place two nights in a row. Where does Peter eat on Sundays? 5 Texas



Action Group: http://www.cs.utexas.edu/tag.



We can formalize the given assumptions and other relevant commonsense facts, so that our answer would logically follow, with the following LPOD program, which is given directly in the input syntax for Psmodels [4]. % % % % % %



days are numbered starting from Sunday to Saturday. row(D1,D2) means that A and B are two consecutive days. closeit(D)/closech(D) means that italian/ chinese restaurant is closed on day D.



day(1..7). row(1,2). ... row(7,1). closeit(2). % If italian (resp. chinese) restaurant is % closed on a day D, then Peter has dinner % in chinese (res. italian) restaurant at_ch(D) :- closeit(D), day(D). at_it(D) :- closech(D), day(D). % Preference: Peter prefers not % to go to the same place twice at_it(D2) x at_ch(D2):- day(D2),day(D1), at_ch(D1),row(D1,D2). at_ch(D2) x at_it(D2):- day(D2),day(D1), at_it(D1),row(D1,D2). % Constraints :- at_it(D), at_ch(D), day(D).



By feeding this program to Psmodels we obtain seven preferred models: each of them has a preference rule satisfied with the left (most preferred) head atom and the other rule satisfied with the right head atom. From this we can conclude that it is impossible for Peter to have always dinner in a different place over the week.



3.1



Overview of LPOD semantics



The semantics of LPOD programs is given in terms of a model preference criterion over answer sets. [5] shows how Inoue and Sakama’s split program technique can be used to generate programs whose answer sets characterize the LPOD preference models. In short, a LPOD program is rewritten into several split programs, where only one head appears in the conclusion. Split programs are created by iterating the substitution of each LPOD rule 8 with a rule of the form: Ci :−



A1 , . . . , Am , not B1 , . . . , not Bk , not C1 , . . . , not Ci−1
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(9)



Consequently, Brewka defines answer sets for the LPOD program Π as the answer sets of any of the split programs generated from Π. There is one very important difference between Gelfond and Lifschitz’s answer sets and LPOD semantics: in the latter (set theoretic) minimality of models is not always wanted, and therefore not guaranteed. This can be better explained by the following example. Example 2 Consider these two facts: 1. A × B × C. 2. B × D. To best satisfying both ordered disjunctions, we would expect {A, B} to be the single preferred answer set of this LPOD, even if this is not even an answer set of the corresponding disjunctive logic program (where “×” is replaced by “∨”) according to the semantics of [9] as B is sufficient to satisfy both disjunctions and is minimal. The example above shows that the built in minimality precludes preferred answer sets to be considered. Hence it is necessary to use non-minimal semantics. In the following, we discuss the minimality of solution issue in depth. Please refer to [5] and the surveys in [12] and [8] for further details about LPODs semantics and formalizations of preference criteria.



4 Extending PDL with Preference monitors To describe a preference relation on action to be blocked when a constraint violation occur, we extend PDL allowing a new6 kind of constraint of the form: never a1 × . . . × an if C.



(10)



which means that actions a1 , . . . , an cannot be executed together, and in case of constraint violation, a1 should be preferably blocked, if this is not possible (i.e. a1 must be performed), block a2 , then a3 , ..., if all of a1 , . . . , an−1 must be performed, then block an . Starting from equation (10), we can now show how to encode PPDL policies with preference cancellation rules into ASP programs. Remember that, for pure Action-Cancellation monitor, [6] propose an encoding where for each constraint of the form “never a1 ,...,an ” we insert in πP (E) a blocking rule as in equation (6), and for each action ai we insert in πP (E) an accepting rule as in equation (7). 6 The



standard preference-less constraints are still part of the language



Each new constraint defined in formula (10) is translated in LPOD as an ordered blocking rule of the form: block(a1 ) ×



. . . × block(an ) :− exec(a1 ), . . . , exec(an ), C.



(11)



Fact 1 Since the PPDL-to-LPOD translation described above is not provided with a mechanism for avoiding action block, the resulting program is deterministic: using LPOD semantics we will obtain answer sets where the leftmost action of each rules of the form (11) that fires is always dropped. As a result we argued that a simplified version of rule (11) can be formulated as follows: block(a1 ) :− exec(a1 ), . . . , exec(an ), C.



(12)



In such a way, we are able to realize a simple, deterministic preference criteria in canceling action violating a constraint, according to the given strategy, where for each constraint, we put as leftmost action an action that shall always be dropped. Ordered disjunctions are more appealing when some actions may not be blocked. This is the subject of next Section.



4.1



Anti-blocking rules



We now extend PPDL further by allowing users to describe actions that cannot be filtered under certain conditions. To do so, let us introduce the following anti-blocking rule: keep a if C.



(13)



where a is an action that cannot be dropped when the boolean condition C is satisfied. This rule is applied whenever a constraint of the form (10) is violated, and a is one of the conflicting actions. In ASP, anti-blocking rules are mapped in a constraint formulated as follows: :− block(a), C.



(14)



which is intended as action a cannot be blocked if condition C holds. Notice that if if we want to control the execution of action a, postulating that under condition C action a is executed regardless, then we should write, in PPDL: ∅ causes a if C. keep a if C. that will be translated in LPOD as follows:
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become less likely to be blocked). In section 4.2 we are going to investigate this issues. exec(a) :− C. :− block(a), C. Unlike with traditional PDL, where actions are strictly the consequence of events, here the causes described above allows self-triggered or internal actions. We should mention that, even without internal events, a PPDL policy with monitor, blocking and anti-blocking rules, may be inconsistent. Consider the following example referred to allocation of resource r1 among two different users u1 and u2. Example 3 Consider policy Pres : need u1 r1 causes ass u1 r1. need u2 r1 causes ass u2 r1.



and a preference monitor Mres saying that resource r1 cannot be both assigned to u1 and u2. In particular, it is preferable to drop the request by u1, assuming that he/she is less important than u2. Moreover, if one of the users has an urgent need, than his/her request should not be dropped. The monitor can be written as follows: never ass u1 r1 × ass u2 r1. keep ass u1 r1 if urg u1. keep ass u2 r1 if urg u2.



where urg u1 and urg u2 stand for Boolean conditions. Both Pres and Mres are translated the following LPOD, named πres : exec(ass u1 r1) :−occ(need u1 r1). exec(ass u2 r1) :−occ(need u2 r1). block(ass u2 r2) × block(ass u2 r1) :− exec(ass u1 r1), exec(ass u2 r1). :−block(ass u1 r2), urg u1. :−block(ass u2 r2), urg u2. accept(A) :−exec(A), not block(A).



Now, suppose that events need u1 r1 and need u2 r1 have occurred. It is clear that if both clients have urgent requests, πres is inconsistent so the policy+monitor application results in an error and the requests should be re-transmitted. The simple example above shows that if we want to use prioritized semantics in extended PPDL, we have to be careful in introducing anti-blocking rules, in order to ensure that at least one action can be blocked every time a constraint is violated. To avoid inconsistency, one should prove that a considered policy is free from conflict for all possible inputs. Alternatively, one could consider a weaker version anti-blocking rules which do not act as consistency constraints, but only change the priorities automatically (i.e., actions that we want to be kept are given higher priority and



4.2



Weak anti-blocking rules



Our idea is to add a weaker anti-blocking rule for the cases in which an action should be kept, but this is a preference rather than a hard constraint. Such rule we called weak keep, is described as follows: weak keep ai if Ci .



(15)



where ai is an action that should preferably not be dropped when the boolean condition Ci is satisfied. In ASP, this weak anti-blocking rule does not introduce any hard constraint, but it simply changes the priority of atoms to be blocked. This is done by a pre-compiling phase that, for each weak anti-blocking rule of the form (15), takes all rules of the form (10) and copy them into a new PPDL rule of the same form, but where action ai is shifted to the last position (thus becoming less probably blocked). In order to maintain the relative order of actions, a null action is inserted in the position left by the shifted action. At this point, a constraint preventing this action from being blocked is to be added to the ASP code. Formally, let MP P DL be a PPDL monitor, and WP P DL be a set of weak anti-blocking rules wi as in equation (15). The pre-compiling phase from MP P DL to MP" P DL is as follows. Consider each wi ∈ WP P DL and for each rule mn of the form (10) ∈ MP P DL : if ∃ j = 1..n : ai = aj then add to MP P DL : never a1 × . . . × aj−1 × null × aj+1 . . . × an × aj if C, Ci . Finally, a constraint on action null is added: keep null. The new monitor MP" P DL thus obtained is then mapped into ASP as in (11), while the keep rule on action null becomes a hard constraint of the form (n is used as abbreviation for null): :− block(n). (16) By this operations, effects of weak anti-blocking rules (15) are to change the priority of ai with respect to the monitor MP P DL . Let us rewrite example 3 using the weak antiblocking rules and considering three users identified by u1, u2 and u3 and two resources identified by r1 and r2. Example 4 Take policy Presw : need u1 r1 causes ass u1 r1. need u2 r1 causes ass u2 r1. need u3 r1 causes ass u3 r1.



and a preference monitor Mresw saying that resource r1 cannot be assigned to two different users at the same time.
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In particular, u1 should preferably be dropped over u2 and u3 in this order. never ass u1 r1 × ass u2 r1 × ass u3 r1.



Let Wres be the set of weak anti-blocking rules as follows: weak keep ass u1 r1 if urg u1. weak keep ass u2 r1 if urg u2. weak keep ass u3 r1 if urg u3.



where urg u1, urg u2 and urg u3 stand for Boolean conditions. The pre-compilation phase produces a new monitor " as follows: Mres w never ass u1 r1 × ass u2 r1 × ass u3 r1. never n × ass u2 r1 × ass u3 r1 × ass u1 r1 if urg u1. never ass u1 r1 × n × ass u3 r1 × ass u2 r1 if urg u2. never ass u1 r1 × ass u2 r1 × n × ass u3 r1 if urg u3. " Both Presw and Mres are translated into LPOD πresw : w exec(ass u1 r1) :− occ(need u1 r1). exec(ass u2 r1) :− occ(need u2 r1). exec(ass u3 r1) :− occ(need u3 r1). block(ass u1 r2) × block(ass u2 r1) × block(ass u3 r1) :− exec(ass u1 r1), exec(ass u2 r1), exec(ass u3 r1). block(n) × block(ass u2 r2) × block(ass u3 r1) × block(ass u1 r1) :−exec(ass u1 r1), exec(ass u2 r1), exec(ass u3 r1), urg u1. block(ass u1 r2) × block(n) × block(ass u3 r1) × block(ass u2 r1) :−exec(ass u1 r1), exec(ass u2 r1), exec(ass u3 r1), urg u2. block(ass u1 r2) × block(ass u2 r1) × block(n) × block(ass u3 r1) :−exec(ass u1 r1), exec(ass u2 r1), exec(ass u3 r1), urg u3. accept(A) :−exec(A), not block(A). :−block(n).



Now, suppose that events need u1 r1, need u2 r1 and need u3 r1 has occurred. For any combination of boolean condition verified, πresw is consistent and respects the priorities. Another way to change priorities on actions to be blocked according to the weak anti-blocking rules can be to act directly on the way preferred answer sets are ranked. This is an interesting issue we are still investigating. A way to do this is by using a different function to compute the degree of satisfaction of a model, but this is not treated here.



4.3



Specifying minimality of the solution



There are contexts where minimality of the solution is strictly required. This requirement can be described in PPDL by adding our new anti-blocking rule. To yield minimality, monitor should be defined as in the following informal example. never a1 × a2 if c1 . never a2 × a3 if c2 . keep a1 if c1 , c2 . The translation of such monitor into logic programs has the following unique answer set: block(a2 ). accept(a1 ). accept(a3 ).



as expected. However, specifying all the needed keep axioms in general cases is cumbersome and inevitably going to slow down computation. More research is needed to find out the range of applicability of such technique.



4.4



More general preferences



The combination of ordered disjunctions and antiblocking rules described in the previous section allows to define what actions to block according to some given userpreferences. However, the syntax for never as in formula (10) requires us to impose a total preference ordering over A = {a1 . . . an }. Such total ordering may be unrealistic or even not acceptable. In this section we introduce a syntactic variation for never that can accommodate partial preference orderings among actions. Let ,A, 


(17)



Each rule of type (17) will be translated into the following set of LPOD rules: block(A1 ) ×



. . . × block(An ) :−C.



1{block(a11 ),



block(a12 ), . . . , block(a1i )}1 :− C, block(A1 ), exec(a11 ), . . . , exec(a1i ). block(a22 ), . . . , block(a2j )}1 :− C, block(A2 ), exec(a21 ), . . . , exec(a1j ).



1{block(a21 ),



(18)



... 1{block(ak1 ),



block(ak2 ), . . . , block(ako )}1 :− C, block(Ak ), exec(ak1 ), . . . , exec(ako ).



where {aij , j = 1..m} represents all actions in Ai .



5 Application examples In this section we propose two contexts in which PPDL has been successfully applied to formalize preferences through policies that are efficiently enforced by ASP 7 The



symbols A1 , . . . , Ak are fresh
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solvers. The first one is related to the problem of assigning users to tasks execution in a workflow, while the second one shows how PPDL has been used to build a Web Services client that applies preferential routing.



5.1



User-Role Assignment in Workflows



A possible application of PPDL policies is to deal with Separation of Duty (SoD) constraints in workflows. SoD are a well known class of business rules that have as their primary goal the prevention of fraud and errors, thus ensuring Workflow Management System security. Such a goal is achieved by distributing tasks and associated privileges on task executions among multiple users. A framework using PPDL policies can be used to model constraints on roles and privileges (preferences) on task and users. Otherwise such constraints should be implemented as application code and embedded into the various tasks. Owing to the large number of tasks we can find in a workflow, this approach can make the specification of SoD constraints very heavy. As it is the case that PPDL specification is declarative and external to the application code, we argue that our approach representing role specifications and dynamic monitoring using PPDL has several appealing features over other solutions, such as solutions using planning[2]. To express SoD constraints, the concept of role needs to be formalized and associated to tasks. Each task can be associated with one or more roles, which are authorized to execute the task. The association of roles to tasks in a workflow is called workflow role specification. A user can be authorized to play several roles. Also, a role may be played by several users. We assume that a user is explicitly assigned to a given role and that this assignment gives him or her the right to play the role. A workflow specification in PPDL and a set of events (requests and sensor data) are fed to an ASP solver. Interpretation of the rules part of the policy generates proposed actions, while simultaneous interpretation of the monitor part of the policy filters those actions to enforce authorization constraints. This output is analyzed and the corresponding actions (user/role assignments) are extracted and sent to the execution by wrappers. Even though we recognize that access control and security mechanisms are strictly related to workflow evolution and SoD constraint specification, we want to consider the two aspects separately for simplicity and give an example of how SoD constraints can be meaningfully expressed and enforced by using PPDL policies. Consider a policy Pur describing when a user U with role R can be assigned to a task T (assign is abbreviated to ass:



poss(T, R, U ) posex(T, R, U )



causes ass(T, R, U ) if is(R, U ), not neg(T, U ). causes ass(T, R, U ) if C



where poss(T,R,U) indicates that user U who plays role R, can execute task T . Suppose there is a hierarchy of roles representing nodes in a tree. This predicate is defined on a node R as part of the knowledge base, and then inherited by all nodes R1 for which the relation oversees(R1,R) holds. This inheritance relation is not part of the policy+monitor, and it produces part of the poss(T,R,U) atoms. There are others three predicates part of the knowledge base: 1. neg(T, U ) representing the fact that user U cannot execute task T ; 2. is(R, U ) representing the fact that user U plays role R; 3. posex(T, R, U ) representing a positive exception for user U playing role R exceptionally allowed to execute task T when condition C holds. The monitor we propose allows to assign a user to execute a give task T by respecting preferences related to the position of the user according to the role he plays in the role hierarchy: never never



ass(T, R1, U 1) × ass(T, R, U ) if oversees(R1, R). ass(T, R, U ) × ass(T, R1, U 1) if pref (R1, R, T ).



A principle of economy applies, so that we introduce the first constraints saying that we prefer user U (playing role R) than user U 1 (playing role R1) to execute a task T if there is a relation saying role R1 is in a higher position than R in the hierarchical structure of roles. The second constraint simply says that we prefer user U (playing role R) than user U 1 (playing role R1) to execute a specific task T if there is an explicit preference relation among roles R and R1 for T . Note that our monitor simply selects all candidate solutions that are (equally) preferred among the others. Such solutions are represented by the predicate ass(T, R, U ). The problem of selecting only one user for a task, needs to be addressed separately by simply adding choice rules, that are supported by the interpreter. As this is not a focal point here, we are not going into details.



5.2



Web Services Selection



In the companion article [11] describe how we extended the Grid/Web service (WS) architecture by interposing a
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policy enforcement engine between a calling application and the relative client stubs. Hence, PPDL policies can be applied to control the routing of remote invocations to Grid/Web Services. Therefore, with our solution WS preference and invocation are not hard-coded into client applications but (declaratively) defined and enforced outside the clients, so that they can be (de)activated and modified at runtime. In our scenario, several details regarding location and interface of the service are known and made available for policy enforcement through tables. We also want to define routing policies based on some parameters expressing reliability and performance of the service. We make this information available through a local Web Service which is called InfoCollector. The InfoCollector does nothing but lookup some selected Web services to collect informations about their reliability and efficiency. Server 1



URL1 Client Application



URL1’



PPDL module



Rules



Server 2



URL2 Client Stubs Server Stubs



Figure 1. A PPDL module position on WS client. A policy of this kind can be expressed in this way: P1 : req(I,M) M1 : never



M2 : never



M3 : never



causes send(Url,I,M,Rel,Perf) if table(Url,I,Rel,Perf). send(Url1,I,M,Rel1,Perf1) × send(Url2,I,M,Rel2,Perf2) if Rel1≤Rel2, Perf1≤Perf2, not today(holiday). send(Url1,I,M,Rel1,Perf1) × send(Url2,I,M,Rel2,Perf2) if Rel1+Perf1≤Rel2+Perf2, not today(holiday). send(Url1,I,M,Rel1,Perf1) × send(AccPoint2,I,M,Rel2,Perf2) if today(holiday).



Rule P1 simply says that an invocation of a method M can be sent to address U rl if, according to the lookup table, M is provided by the Web Server at U rl, and this is the general policy to decide whether a request should be sent to a server. Monitor rules M1 and M2 tell how routing should be preferably performed according to the value of Rel and P erf indexes. In particular M1 says that method M should be preferentially invoked on the Web Server with grater



value of both indexes, and M2 says that method M should be preferentially invoked on the Web Server where the sum of the two indexes is higher. Monitor rule M3 , instead, says that on holidays, AccP oint2 should be preferred over all alternative servers available. The lookup table below8 is an example of a PPDL specification of the services we may have access to, related to the policy written above: URL accPoint1 accPoint2 accPoint3



service service service service



Rel [1..10] 3 5 2



Perf [1..10] 7 2 6



Table 1. A Lookup table Table 1 is an example of an internal lookup table maintained by the PPDL module. If according to the table today(holiday) does not hold, our policy+monitor will apply rule M1 and route calls to accPoint1 rather than to accPoint3. Applying rule M2 we get a different couple of preferences: accPoint1 is preferred over the others and accPoint3 is preferred over accPoint2. This could be used to define a total order among send(U rl, I, M, Rel, P erf ) atoms9 but this is not implicitly done by the interpreter: the application of the monitor returns only the best alternative that turns out to be sending request to AccP oint1. Vice versa, if today(holiday) holds then the call is routed to accPoint2 regardless of the other parameters. Again, if more than one alternative obtain the same sum of degrees of satisfaction10 of all monitor constraints, more than one model is returned (i.e. more than one server is selected), and we need a choice rule to select only one of them. Figure 1 highlights the role of policies in our proposed architecture, whereas Figure 2 outlines the software modules deployed to implement our architecture. For the complete specification of the architecture please refer to [10].



6 Final considerations We believe that flexible policy languages, by which applications can specify whether and how to enforce con8 There are several ways for creating the lookup table. For instance, it may be obtained by consulting the UDDI directory on the Web. In the same way, performance and reliability information can be easily obtained by updating a local file at the end of each new invocation to the specific service. 9 Note that all rules are applied in parallel, so there is no ordering relation over the rules. Such relation, however, can be defined over the atoms of the rules. We do not furtherly address this issue here. 10 Rule r is satisfacted at degree n by an atom a if a occupies the n − th leftmost position in the head of r. See [5] for details.
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Figure 2. The Software layers.



straints are required. The language PDL has been defined in the context of network management, so it seems a promising tool for bringing more non-monotonic reasoning capabilities to that field. The new language proposed in this article, called PPDL, allows us to specify preferences in policy enforcement (cancellation of actions). Another interesting aspect is related to anti-blocking rules and the keep statement related to a weaker version of the same statement we introduced in section 4.2. The idea of limiting the use of anti-blocking rules only to very strong constraints on actions to be kept, using the weaker version for the other cases, allows us to change the priority of atoms to be blocked by introducing no hard constraints. We are investigating on how this approach can be improved by acting directly on the function computing degree of satisfaction of a model.
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